Designed composites for mimicking compressive mechanical properties of articular cartilage matrix.
Collagen, chitosan-polycaprolactone (CH-PCL) copolymer with PCL content of around 40wt% and chondroitin sulfate (CS) were mixed together at various ratios to prepare collagen/CH-PCL/CS composites and the resulting composites were used to build stratified porous scaffolds that are potentially applicable for articular cartilage repair. The ternary composites were designed in such a way that collagen content in the scaffolds decreased from the top layer to the bottom layer while the content of CH-PCL and CS altered in a reversed trend in order to reach partial similarity to cartilage matrix in the composition of main components. Porous structures inside collagen/CH-PCL/CS scaffolds were constructed using a low-temperature deposition processing technique and graded average pore-size and porosity for the scaffolds were established. Such produced scaffolds were further crosslinked using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl) carbodiimide under optimized conditions, and the obtained scaffolds showed well-defined elastic compressive properties. Compressive modulus (E) and stress at 10% strain (σ10) of full scaffolds in wet state reached about 2.8MPa and 0.3MPa, respectively, and meanwhile, E and σ10 of layers inside hydrated scaffolds changed in a gradient-increased manner from the top layer to the bottom layer with significant differences between contiguous layers, which partially mimics compressive mechanical properties of cartilage matrix. In addition, in vitro culture of cell-scaffold constructs exhibited that scaffolds were able to well support the ingrowth and migration of seeded cells, and cells also showed relatively uniform distribution throughout the scaffolds. These results suggest that the presently developed collagen/CH-PCL/CS scaffolds have promising potential for applications in articular cartilage repair.